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project file - madrid

Aloft
Casa Rotonda
Madrid, Spain
Alberto Campo Baeza

Photography by Javier Callejas
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From an architect known for exuisite minimalist buildings comes this villa 
on the outskirts of Madrid. If you sought a singular statement of drama, 
this monumental volume rising out of, and floating above, its serene 
residential context might answer the brief. The sloping site offers views 
across the larger horizon, and the plot was generous. Campo Baeza 
conceived something of a thematic extension of earlier projects, proposing 
a dominating cubic ‘plinth’ of two storeys, wrapped in chalky limestone 
and punched with proportionately small orthogonal openings. Atop 
this ‘giant rock’ he places an almost-not-there steel and glass pavilion, 
relishing the juxtapostion of transparent to solid, light to weighty, inward to 
outward. A lively approach to the lower ground floor engages the ground 
plane with enclosed courtyards, but the climax is clearly at the top. Glazed 
on all four sides, set back from one edge to make a terrace, this great 
room is the beating heart and irresistable anchor space for the house and 
its inhabitants. One can imagine the daily excitement of ascending to it 
from the darker depths of the block below, where one sleeps, washes, 
cooks. Up here in this sky-hugging pavilion, one is meant to think, to 
dream, to smile. 

This language is known fluently by Campo-Baeza. He understands that 
it needs to surpass the diagram - already stark - to arrive at the smallest 
details. Edges of stone need to be surgical-crisp; the pavilion needs to 
be reduced to purity; the 12m x 12m grid of geometry needs to embrace 
stern order almost ruthlessly. Just look at the entry facade with its utter 
symmetry of three square apertures arranged about a tiny, opaque 
entrance door. See how he ‘turns’ the facade stone over to the horizonatal 
floor of the top storey, the better to complete the readings of box versus 
pavilion. Yet out of this adherance to his own grammar, he also draws out 
undeniable romance - Casa Rotunda is far from cold or dry. The architect 
nods to Palladio (and Mies van der Rowe) in his methods and principals 
here; both those earlier masters adored mining order for emotional depth. 
At Casa Rotonda, intellect underscores everything in the scheme, but 
sensuality is vibrant here. This house is a temple for dreamers. 
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